
Occupation, conceived by us, Gilles Furtwängler, 
Thulile Gamedze and Zen Marie, began as a 
conversation with the staff of JAG. The first meeting 
took place in Khwezi Gule’s office in 2019. Here, 
we began to gauge the possibilities of JAG as a site 
for continuing a collaborative project we had begun 
with Circuit Art Center in Lausanne, Switzerland. The 
project’s first iterations, Blank. with a bet on a long 
distance relationship, with time, slow thinking and 
deep conversations, 2, and The Ghost exhibition took 
place between 2020 and 2021, against the backdrop 
of the pandemic and the slowing of time. As we 
continued to meet with Khwezi during this period,   
we started to become more and more interested in 
the space of JAG itself.

In many ways, this historic state institution has 
suffered in post-democratic time, as the art world, 
increasingly under the custodianship of private 
museums and foundations, looks on. Working with 
the JAG means grappling with a huge colonial 
collection, confronting ghosts, and asking questions 
about shameful histories of cultural imperialism. 

But just as importantly, it means taking care of a 
tangible public good which is under duress, learning 
from the staff who remain committed to the space, 
and being curious about what possibilities do exist 
here, using the many resources that it has to offer. 

Occupation, during its run, seeks to do some of this 
work, curating spaces for learning, workshopping, 
and the contemplation of difficult histories. The 
Ghost Room, the main site of curatorial intervention, 
juxtaposes empty landscapes and memento mori from 
the colonial collection, with works from contemporary 
artists that in various ways, describe the ghosts we 
live with.

The occupation takes place against the desires of 
colonial emptiness, responding to this constructed 
void by getting people involved, and opening space 
for discussion and study. Occupation, a political 
strategy to accelerate a movement’s demands of an 
institution, is simultaneously a process of accelerated 
social and intellectual life. 

With the Blaxis Screen, we offer a surface and 
a backdrop for Black praxis, and grappling with 
representations of land, while the Speculation Room 
is an active space for a living curriculum developed 
by participants. Both spaces, with the involvement 
of artists, writers, educators, musicians, and more, 
will be programmed throughout the intervention’s 
duration.

Occupation is engaged in an open methodology, 
rather than a foreclosed premise, producing space 
for as-yet unknown discourse around the difficulties 
and possibilities of the post-democratic museum in 
Johannesburg.

This project is made possible by the 
support of the Circuit Art Center, the 
Leenaards Foundation, Arts Alive, the 
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and generosity of the Johannesburg 
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